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A vital voice the escalation of polarized political and societal debates, along with declining 

trust levels, the imposition of states of emergency, and internet shutdowns, has intensified. 

There is also a crackdown on dissenting voices and independent media, exacerbating news 

deserts due to traditional media models' collapse. These multifaceted challenges underscore the 

complexity of safeguarding democratic principles and ensuring the free flow of information in 

contemporary society. 

Press Freedom Through Judicial Vigilance  

As we navigate these issues, it becomes imperative to address the root causes of polarization, 

rebuild trust in institutions, and establish robust mechanisms for protecting individuals' rights 

to express themselves without fear of reprisal or censorship. To ensure the preservation of 

press freedom, the judiciary at higher levels must resurrect the principle of 'effect and 

consequence. It should operate impartially, without bias, in evaluating the scope of 

overbearing executive measures. 

Press Freedom in Peril:  

India's decline in the World Press Freedom Index India's descent in the World Press Freedom 

Index is evident, as it now holds the 161st position among 180 countries surveyed. This 

downgrade indicates a concerning trend regarding the state of press freedom within the 

nation. The slipping rank underscores mounting challenges encountered by journalists and 

media outlets, including instances of censorship, intimidation tactics, and legal pressures. 

Additionally, fostering a culture of open dialogue and constructive engagement between the 

government, media, and civil society is essential to nurturing a vibrant and resilient media 

ecosystem. Ultimately, India's position in the World Press Freedom Index serves as a crucial 

barometer of its commitment to democratic values and human rights. 

Preserving Media Freedom:  

Upholding Editorial Independence and Digital Rights in India Editorial independence is 

fundamental to maintaining the integrity and credibility of media outlets. Digital rights 

advocacy focuses on protecting individuals' rights to privacy, freedom of speech, and access 

to information in the digital age. With the increasing reliance on digital platforms for news 

consumption and communication, safeguarding these rights is paramount to preserving media 

freedom. Media freedom in India is a cornerstone of its democratic fabric, essential for 

upholding principles of transparency, accountability, and freedom of expression. 



Defending Democracy:  

The Legal Framework and Role of Media Freedom in India in a democratic framework, 

media freedom serves as a check on government actions and ensures the protection of 

individual rights. Journalists and media outlets act as watchdogs, investigating issues of 

public interest, exposing corruption, and providing diverse perspectives on societal issues. 

This freedom allows for the expression of dissenting opinions, fosters healthy debate, and 

contributes to the pluralistic nature of Indian democracy. The primary legislation governing 

media freedom is the Constitution of India, which guarantees freedom of speech and 

expression under Article 19(1)(a). However, this right is subject to reasonable restrictions 

outlined in Article 19(2). The Press Council Act of 1978 establishes the Press Council of 

India, tasked with preserving the freedom of the press and maintaining high journalistic 

standards. The Information Technology Act, 2000, deals with electronic governance and 

cybercrimes, impacting digital media and online expression. 

Empowering Voices: The Symbiotic Relationship Between Community-Based Journalism 

and social media 

In essence, community-based journalism and social media represent complementary pillars of 

a dynamic media ecosystem, each imbued with the power to amplify marginalized voices, 

catalyse collective action, and hold power to account. As we navigate the complexities of an 

increasingly interconnected world, these grassroots channels of communication serve as 

indispensable vehicles for fostering inclusivity, promoting civic engagement, and advancing 

the principles of democracy and social justice. 

Fostering Legitimacy:  

Embracing Diversity in Media Organizations Legitimacy poses a significant challenge for 

media organizations, necessitating a focus on fostering inclusive newsroom cultures that align 

with the diverse content they produce. Failure to do so can lead audiences to question the 

authenticity of media outlets. Ensuring legitimacy involves more than just reporting diverse 

stories; it requires a commitment to reflecting diverse perspectives within the organization 

itself. Media institutions must prioritize diversity and inclusion in hiring practices, editorial 

decision-making, and overall organizational culture. 

Press Freedom Under Siege:  

Government Restrictions on Media in India: The legal framework allowed successive 

governments to impose restrictions on the media as deemed necessary. Despite Jawaharlal 

Nehru's assertion of preferring a fully free press over a regulated one, he resorted to limiting 



press freedom through ordinances when he deemed it unsupportive of his administration's 

initiatives. The most oppressive period occurred during Indira Gandhi's tenure as prime 

minister when she declared "the emergency," suspending numerous civil liberties, including 

press freedom. 

 


